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The Cisco Crosswork Network Insights™ platform addresses Routing Event Security and 

Awareness challenges by providing comprehensive global monitoring and analysis 

capability and unprecedented insights across a hybrid cloud infrastructure. The new 

platform replaces a number of Cisco legacy assets including BGPmon. 

Why Migrate? 

BGPmon is now End of Life, and the management of BGP alarms and BGP monitoring peers via Peermon is no 

longer supported. Our clients can move their peermon peers to Crosswork Network Insights at no cost. The free 

peermon service in Crosswork Network Insights provides feature parity with BGPmon. 

Peer monitoring in Crosswork Network Insights includes new features that allow users to see real time RIB 

looking glass data and to create peer alarms that alert users when different peering events occur that impact 

the operation of those peers. 

Crosswork Network Insights also allows users to create new peers with more scale and faster data processing. 

The previous BGPmon collection cycle was based on 5-minute cycles. If a customer defines a new peer in 

Crosswork Network Insights, they are able to take advantage of new 1-minute data processing cycles, with 

other key features available as part of BGPmon for remotely monitoring their edge peering devices. 

BGPmon migrated peers remain linked to our legacy collection infrastructure. To take advantage of the new 

infrastructure for Crosswork Network Insights, we recommend you set up new peering IP sessions directly from 

Crosswork Network Insights. 

With Crosswork Network Insights, customers can monitor their own peers as well as ask permission to monitor 

third party peers, which is useful to gain visibility of neighbors’ peer routing tables. 

Crosswork Network Insights is far more scalable and reliable than the previous BGPmon architecture. 

How To Migrate 

This guide helps existing BGPmon users migrate their peermon device management from BGPmon to 

Crosswork Network Insights. This guide does not provide sales or other technical support for the migration of 

BGPmon alarms or configuration for prefix monitoring. This guide assumes that the user has not yet purchased 

a Crosswork Network Insights subscription and will continue to operate on the free license tier. 

Crosswork Network Insights’ free subscription tier provides basic feature parity with the previous BGPmon free 

tier. The two systems are independent and share peermon data only as a common functionality. 

If a user is both a peermon subscriber as well as a paid BGPmon premium account user, the user should email 

sales@crosswork.cisco.com for more assistance in migrating their BGPmon premium account to a Crosswork 

Network Insights paid subscription. 

Crosswork Network Insights users with a free subscription can later add a trial or a paid subscription without 

impacting the operation or configuration of their peermon configuration after it has been migrated. 

Cisco Crosswork Network Insights is a hosted application that provides rich analysis, visualization, and alerting 

on actionable network events. Cisco Crosswork Network Insights operates as a hosted service and helps you 

assess the routing health of your network. This guide provides you with the following procedures. 

This guide is separated into the following parts: 

1. Signup and Activation 

mailto:sales@crosswork.cisco.com
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2. Migration Steps 

3. Migration FAQ’s  

Signup and Activation 

Step 1.  Ensure you have a Cisco.com user account 

Crosswork Network Insights uses Cisco’s One Identity Federated authentication framework. 

Users must have the ability to log into Cisco.com before trying to access Crosswork Network Insights. 

Any existing Cisco.com account type can access Crosswork Network Insights. We do not require any 

other form of Cisco contract number or special access to be associated to the Cisco.com account. 

To create a new Cisco.com account, use the following link: 

https://idreg.cloudapps.cisco.com/idreg/guestRegistration.do 

If you have an existing account, but have lost or forgotten how to access the account, use the following 

link: 

https://identity.cisco.com/ui/tenants/global/v1.0/enrollment-ui/contact-us 

Step 2.  Log in to Cisco.com 

Log in to cisco.com and verify the following information: 

On Cisco.com under “My Account” on the top right of the screen 

a. Select “Manage Profile” 

b. On the “Profile Management” page, locate and validate your email address and username 

Or use this link to directly access your Cisco.com Profile information: 

https://identity.cisco.com/ui/tenants/global/v1.0/profile-ui/personal 

 

Look for the email address and the Cisco.com username to be used for authentication to 

https://crosswork.cisco.com, as shown in the following example:  

Step 3.  Complete the Trial Sign-up Form on Cisco.com 

Go to the following URL and authenticate with your cisco.com account from the previous step: 

https://crosswork.cisco.com/?free=3620596051 

When you complete this authentication, a “Network Insights Free Account Request” activation page for 

Crosswork Cloud appears. 

https://idreg.cloudapps.cisco.com/idreg/guestRegistration.do
https://idreg.cloudapps.cisco.com/idreg/guestRegistration.do
https://identity.cisco.com/ui/tenants/global/v1.0/enrollment-ui/contact-us
https://identity.cisco.com/ui/tenants/global/v1.0/enrollment-ui/contact-us
https://identity.cisco.com/ui/tenants/global/v1.0/profile-ui/personal
https://identity.cisco.com/ui/tenants/global/v1.0/profile-ui/personal
https://crosswork.cisco.com/
https://crosswork.cisco.com/?free=3620596051
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You must accept the Terms and Conditions for the Cloud Offer if you wish to proceed. 

 

Step 4.  Look for your activation email 

 

You will receive an email sent to the address registered in your Cisco.com user profile. This “Cisco 

Crosswork Network Insights Activation link” email contains instructions for accessing the trial.  

The account owner for the Cisco.com account from Step 1, must click on the link to complete the 

activation of their customer tenancy. This user will automatically be the first Administrator for the free 

tier tenancy. Other users can be added later in the process. 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/legal/cloud-and-software/cloud-terms.html?flt1_general-table0=Cisco%20Crosswork%20Cloud
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Note:   If you try to repeat the log in process without opening the confirmation link in the email, you will 

be advised that you do not have a valid account or tenancy in Crosswork Network Insights. You will not 

be able to log in to Crosswork Network Insights until the confirmation email URL has been used or a 

third party adds your account to a different Crosswork Network Insights tenancy. 

Step 5.  Validate your Cisco.com account for the trial 

Click the link in the activation email to confirm your trial request. In the Crosswork Cloud page, log in 

with your cisco.com account credentials Step 1. 

Step 6.  Setup the organization tenancy 

After you log in, you are directed to a page that requires you to provide an Organization Name. Enter an 

organization name, then click Next.  

 

Next, set your personal profile preferences, and click Submit. 

This completes the activation process. 

The default dashboard screen appears, and you can start using Crosswork Network Insights. 
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Migration Steps 

Start the Peermon Setup Workflow 

If you are unsure at any time about how a feature works, please refer to the configuration guide on 

Cisco.com that is located here: Click Here for Cisco.com User Guide 

One you have successfully logged into the Crosswork Network Insights portal you should be presented 

with a new Tenancy that has not been configured. On the Left Menupage should contain the following 

content: 

Step 1.  Open the Peers Configuration Menu 

Step 2.  Open the Peermon Import Tool 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/cloud-systems-management/crosswork-network-insights/system_overview/b_Cisco_Crosswork_Network_Insights_System_Overview/configure_and_manage_peers.html#id_132386
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If at any time, you need to return to the Main Dashboard page, you can do so from the Dashboard 

Menu Item or from the Help & Support menu 

Step 3.  Enter the Email Address of the BGPmon Master Account 

BGPmon Peermon supports both Single User and Multi-User access to Peermon. All Peers that are 

configured under Peermon are Primarily associated to the Peermon Master Account’s email address 

that is used to login and configure the BGPmon Application. 

Step 4.  Select BGPmon Account details for your Peers 

As a BGPmon account holder, you can validate if your access is operational by first logging into 

BGPmon (https://portal.bgpmon.net/). Cisco keeps the portal minimally available until we have 

migrated the majority of our users.  

https://portal.bgpmon.net/
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Step 5.  Confirm the email address is correct, then click Request. 

This triggers an email to be sent to the email account that is linked to your BGPmon login 

credentials. If you do not receive an email please contact us via ask@crosswork.cisco.com 

Step 6.  Look for your BGPmon Peermon Migration Email (See the following illustration for an example.) 

The email is sent to the address registered in your BGPmon.net login ID and contains instructions 

for completing the import of your peermon peers. 

The account owner for the BGPmon.net from Step 1, must click on the link to complete the import 

process automatically.  

 

mailto:ask@crosswork.cisco.com
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Step 7.  Review Imported Peers and Confirm 

Review and confirm the imported peer list. When you are satisfied that all the peers have been 

correctly imported, you can then set up polices to monitor those peers. If your peers do not appear as 

expected, email ask@crosswork.cisco.com for how you can access support. 

To validate that a peer was correctly imported, wait 1-2 hours and confirm that all the peering data is 

populated similar to the image below. 

 

To add more peers to your monitoring, click Peers, then click Add Peer and create new native 

Crosswork Cloud peers, which have additional benefits over the legacy BGPmon collector peers. 

Migration FAQs 

Thank you for participating in BGPMon Peermon Migration.  

There are some basic guidelines we would like followed during the process. 

I. Your Free Crosswork Network Insights account is limited to 5 prefixes and you can request a Trial of 

the full product at any time. 

II. Please do not invite persons outside your organization to use or demonstrate the Software 

III. Please recognise and accept the Cisco Cloud Offer Terms and SLA that are provided during the 

setup if the initial Admin user for the Organizational Tenacy. 

mailto:ask@crosswork.cisco.com
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Q. What happens if I have problems or feedback during the Migration? 

 If you have completed all of Step 1 of the Migration Steps, you can submit a help request via the Submit A.
Product Feedback form from within the application. 

On the left menu select 

 

 Help & Support  Submit Product Feedback 

 

 

In the feedback form select Other Issue, and please input your issue. 

We will reply to your request via email in a timely manner. 

If you have not completed Step 1 of the Peermon Migration process, please email 

ask@crosswork.cisco.com, and one of our team will follow-up on your support request. 

Q. What happens at the end of the Peermon Migration? 

 Your Organization Tenancy will continue to operate for a maximum of 12 months. If you do not login to the A.
cloud service your access wil be automatically revoked. You will be required to authenticate once every 12 

months to ensure the Organizational Tenancy is still in use. 

We reserve the right to discontinue the service at any time. 

Q. Can I trial the full Product? 

 Yes you can request a trial to familiarise your users with the overall operation and configuration of complete A.
Cisco Crosswork Network Insights product 

At the end of the Trial process a user should be confident in understanding the functionality of the 

application and be able to make a purchasing decision. 

If at any time, you are unsure about how to use the product or require additional functionality, you should 

use the feedback section to raise a request. 

mailto:ask@crosswork.cisco.com
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Q. What are my responsibilities for the Peermon Migration? 

 We ask that you do not disclose information about the product or your use of the product to third parties. A.

We ask that you maintain your Peermon Peers in a reliable and available state. 

We ask that you only advertise legitimate internet routable prefixes to the cloud service. 

Q. What are Cisco’s responsibilities for the Peermon Migration? 

 We keep the specific information about your Peer private. As with BGPmon, the Peermon route data is A.
aggregated anonymously for use as part of the shared BGPmon / Crosswork Network Insights sensor 

network. 

We will keep your personal data and usage private as defined in the Cloud Offer Terms located here: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/doing_business/legal/OfferDescriptions/crosswork_network_in

sights_offer_description.pdf 

We will ensure that in the event that you stop using Crosswork Network Insights, that your data and usage 

information will be securely removed, unless you indicate you are intending to purchase the product or 

maintain your free status. 

We may provide changes to the User Interface (UI) at any time. 

We will respond to your support requests in a timely manner. 
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